
 

Hot Sauce Co-Packing Checklist 
 

Do you bottle hot sauce? - Many companies may co-pack sauces but not hot sauce or they have grown     

their business to include the demand for new sauces being created.  

 

Know the recipe ingredients - If you are using your Grandma's hand-me-down recipe, make sure you have 

the ingredients and amounts listed somewhere...in detail.  

 

Have a detailed description of the process - Is the recipe fermented, roasted or does it involve other 

complex processing? This is just as important as the ingredients.  

 

What is the largest batch produced? - The co-packer may have to manipulate the recipe slightly when it 

gets mass produced. What size batch do you typically produce? 

 

Initial startup costs - Every customer is different but discussing the costs upfront could be a deciding 

factor in your decision. The should be able to provide estimate figures.  

 

Provide sample - You will need to provide samples to the co-packer and they may need to be shipped if 

you are not within travel distance.  

 

Contract signing - No contract means no commitment. Larger companies may have a minimal order 

amount and need a signed contract before further consultation.  

 

Label design - If you already have a label design most co-packers will work with that. There will be 

additional costs for the label application.  

 

Can I provide my own label? - This will depend on the company because the physical label may not work 

with their machinery and equipment.  

 

Recipe control - This is what co-packing is. If you don't have control or recipe creation and development its 

called Private Label. Make sure you (they) know the difference.  

 

Testing pH - Most facilities are capable of pH testing. Find out if it is part of the initial consultation and 

recipe development or is an additional cost.  

 

Nutritional testing - Some states and providences may require this before the bottles leave the facility. This 

should be included in the costs but ask.  

 

What is the minimum order? - This will most likely be provided without asking and is very common. A 

facility won't go out of their way for a couple bottles but maybe a couple cases.  

 

Is sampling provided? - It is standard operation to test your sauce throughout production but inquire how 

many times before you sign off.  

 

Can I provide my own ingredients? - Grow your own product for your own hot sauce? It all depends on 

the co-packing if they want to accept outside product or not. 
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